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Abstract:

Designing an embedded system is a complex process that involves working on both hardware and software.
The first step in the design process is defining functional and non-functional requirements; among them, it is
fundamental to also consider security.
We propose an effective way for designers to specify security requirements starting from User Security Requirements. User Security Requirements are high-level requirements related to security attacks that the system
should be able to withstand. We also provide a mechanism to automatically translate these User Requirements
into System Security Requirements, that include a detailed description of security solutions. For expressing requirements we use Unified Modeling Language (UML); specifically, we create a UML profile to describe user
requirements and we use model-to-model transformation to automatically generate system requirements. We
show the effectiveness of the modeling scheme and of the translation mechanism by applying our methodology
to a case study based on wearable devices for e-health monitoring.

1

INTRODUCTION

The use of embedded systems has been continuously
increasing in the last years both with respect to the
number of application areas and to the complexity
of platforms designed: embedded systems have become fundamental in ICT. This increase in their use,
even in new, critical, and non-protected environments,
has not been accompanied by a proper development
of methodologies for making them secure (Viega and
Thompson, 2012). Additionally, security for these
systems proved to be more difficult and more critical
than security for general purpose systems. Criticality
is given both by the kinds of data stored in mobile devices (e.g., phone bookmarks and personal user data)
and by the kind of damages that an attack to a mobile system may produce. However, security is not
yet perceived as a significant problem by embedded
systems users.
Any design starts with requirement specifications.
For each embedded system, there exist functional requirements and non-functional requirements, such as
the ones on cost, performance, time, and area. In the
aim of designing secure embedded systems, it is fundamental to add security to these non-functional requirements. In this way, in fact, security can be not
only included along with the functional system de-

sign, thus providing better protection, but it can also
be optimized along with it. Security specification is
a first step toward a comprehensive approach to the
design of secure embedded systems. This step, as
also mentioned in the ISO/IEC 15408-3 (ISO/IEC,
2009) standard, is fundamental to limit the introduction of vulnerabilities in the system. Security requirements can be specified by considering two main stand
points: the one of security solutions and the one of attacks that the system should be able to withstand (i.e.,
the impact of these attacks on the system should be
mitigated or, in the best case, completely prevented).
The former should be chosen by considering the latter
and a trade-off among impact of each attack and cost
of a suitable security solutions.
In the rest of the paper we refer to the requirements related to security attacks as User (Security)
Requirements; we refer to solution-level requirements
as System (Security) Requirements. During system
design, User Requirements need to be translated into
system ones. System Requirements, in turn, are implemented. The possibility to express security requirements as related to security attacks that the system should be able to withstand, would give system
designers the possibility to define security requirements easily, by starting from security standards, penetration tests, and security assessment methods, such
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as the ones discussed in (Köster et al., 2009). Therefore, a translation mechanism from user to System
Requirements is needed as well as a translation from
System Requirements to a choice of suitable implementations.
In this paper, we propose a suitable format, based
on UML, for specifying security requirements; we
also propose a methodology for translating the User
Security Requirements into System Security Requirements. System Security Requirements obtained in
such a way can be integrated directly into the embedded systems design methodology described in (Ferrante et al., 2013), where requirements are translated
into set of implementations and optimized by means
of design space exploration.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 discusses the related work; Section
3 describes in detail the methodology that we have
devised, the UML profile that we propose to use, and
the automatic translation process; Section 4 discusses
the application of the methodology on a case study
related to wearable devices for e-health applications;
Section 5 provides a summary of the obtained results
and outlines future work.

2

RELATED WORK

In (Kocher et al., 2004) it is suggested that design
methodologies for secure embedded systems should
include techniques for specifying security requirements in a way that can be easily communicated to
the design team and evaluated throughout the design
cycle; any attempt to specify security requirements
needs to address the desired level of security. Security
is currently specified by system architects in a vague
and imprecise manner (Kocher et al., 2004).
During embedded system architecture design,
techniques to map security requirements to different alternative solutions and to explore the associated
trade-offs in terms of cost, performance, and power
consumption, would be invaluable in helping embedded system architects understand and make better design choices (Kocher et al., 2004). Various approaches that incorporate security from the early stage
of system design are based on Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Object Management Group, 2011) as
it is standardized as well as the most commonly used
modeling language in industry and academia. UML
can be easily extended and tailored for a specific domain through the concept of profiles. A profile is a
set of tags and stereotypes that can be applied to standard UML notation as additive extensions. For example a stereotype can be defined to extend the no-
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tation of a UML class in order to model a specific
type of a hardware component. In (Jürjens, 2003) a
language named UMLsec is proposed as an extension
of UML for modeling security requirements. A number of other UML profiles have been defined for various fields including security, such as (Bouaziz and
Coulette, 2012; Rodriguez et al., 2006). In (Ferrante
et al., 2013) and in (Roudier et al., 2013), embedded
systems design methodologies that include security in
the optimization process, are described. In the former,
security requirements are defined in UML by following a given template and in the form of required security solutions with the associated parameters; in the
latter, SysML-Sec, an extension of SysML, is proposed and used to model requirements.
There exist languages for specifying security requirements, such as i* (Yu, 1997) and SI* (Massacci
et al., 2010). These two languages are designed to describe security requirements in information systems,
where multiple actors are involved. Other works,
such as (Markose et al., 2008), propose languages and
methods for modeling security threats in embedded
systems.
The goal of our work is to define a framework that
can be used to specify security requirements as well
as for automatically or semi-automatically translating
security requirements from the security attacks level
to the security solutions ones. i* and SI* can be used
to specify the security requirements of the environment in which the considered embedded system will
be used and, therefore, to derive the security requirements of the system that will, in turn, be specified
by using our language. UMLsec, SysML-Sec and the
other existing UML profiles, are more in line with our
goals, even though, they do not distinguish between
different level of security requirements nor provide
mechanisms for relating and translating User to System Security Requirements. Our profile overcomes
this gap and can be used along with the existing UML
profiles for modeling security.

3

METHODOLOGY

The goal of our approach is to simplify modeling of
security-related requirements. Therefore, we devised
a framework in which a separation of concerns between system designers and security experts is considered: security experts define and keep updated security libraries for different application fields (e.g.,
mobile devices) and system designers (assumed not to
be a security expert) rely on these to model security
requirements of the system. More specifically, each
security library contains a list of possible User Re-
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Figure 1: User Security Requirements profile.

quirements and implied System Requirements. System designer choses a subset of User Requirements
and assigns desired priorities and security levels. The
methodology is composed of:
• Security Requirements Framework - a framework for specifying and modeling security requirements and relating User and System Requirements.
• Security Library - a library defined by the security expert using the formalism provided by the
framework; it contains a set of User and System
Requirements and appropriate mappings.
• Automated Requirements Translation - a process that, for a subset of User Security Requirements chosen by the designer, generates alternative sets of System Security Requirements in an
automated fashion.
In scope of this work we fully define and implement the framework and the mapping process. The
security library should be set for each specific domain
by security experts.
The framework is implemented in Papyrus (The
Eclipse Foundation, 2013b), a widely accepted UML
editor for Eclipse (The Eclipse Foundation, 2013a). A
model-to-model transformation mechanism has been
used to implement the translation of User Security
Requirements into the System ones. The implementation has been done by using VIsual Automated
model TRAnsformations (VIATRA) framework (The
Eclipse Foundation, 2013c). Even though the current
framework could be designed will less advanced engine than VIATRA, we chose it in order to support
further extensions and enhancements of our methodology.

3.1 Security Requirements Framework
The security requirements framework is implemented
as a UML profile divided into three sub-profiles: User

Security Requirements Profile, System Security Requirements Profile, Security Requirement Mapping
Profile. The User Security Requirements Profile, depicted in Figure 1, extends the notion of a UML class
to model User Security Requirements with following
attributes: Attack type, Priority, Protection level.
Attack types are defined and enumerated as a part
of the Security Library definition to describe various
types of attacks (e.g., Impersonation and Eavesdropping). Security requirement priority defines the importance of a requirement. This property is used when
only a subset of requirements can be implemented due
to mutual exclusions or resources constrains. Protection level is defined by the security expert and
might have different interpretations for different attacks. User Requirements groups combine a number
of related User Security Requirements. A User Requirement can belong to any number of groups while
a group (e.g., Network related attacks) must contain
at least one requirement.
System Security Requirements profile depicted in
Figure 2 defines a set of grouped and related stereotypes for modeling various types of System Security
Requirements. The profile is defined in a generic
manner so that various security domains can be covered. These requirements can be further related to solutions that are more specific in the same way as it is
done in (Ferrante et al., 2013).
Finally, Security Requirements mapping profile
depicted in Figure 3 provides a mean to relate User
and System Requirements. A User Requirement may
imply one or more System Requirements (i.e., multiple security solutions may be needed to withstand
certain attacks). Thus, a User Requirement is related
to a group of System Requirements that includes a
set of complementary System Requirements. Multiple User Requirements may be mapped to the same
(or similar) System Requirement so that one System
Requirement is included in several groups. Finally,
alternative system requirements might exist for some
User Requirements. Thus, a User Requirement can be
related to multiple (but at least one) alternative groups
of System Requirements.

3.2 Security Library
For a specific domain, a Security library contains a list
of User Requirements and implied System Requirements. User Requirements are divided into groups for
the convenience of designers; a group contains User
Requirements that have similar characteristics (e.g.,
all attacks related to the network connection). Each
User requirement is related to multiple groups of System Requirements.
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Figure 2: System Security Requirements profile.

3.3 Automated Requirements
Translation
A procedure for translating User into System Requirements generates a set of UML diagrams describing
alternative sets of System Security Requirements taking a set of User Requirements and a Security library as inputs. A system designer choses a set of
User Requirements and describe their properties in an
XML format. Starting from an empty set of System
Requirements, the translation engine runs a loop in
which it (1) takes one User Requirement at a time, (2)
identifies implied System Requirement groups and (3)
merges a set of System Requirements from the previous iteration considering all possible alternative solutions eith these System Requirement groups.
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Figure 3: Mapping profile.

4

CASE STUDY

As a case study we consider wearable wireless devices used in Body Area Networks (BAN) for e-health
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Table 1: Textual representation of the Security Library used
in the case study. In the table, User Requirements are
Mapped to System Requirements; System Requirements
shown in different table rows represent alternative mappings
for the corresponding User Requirement.
Group

User Requirements

Eavesdropping of network connection

Networkrelated

Data
modification
through man-in-themiddle

Impersonation

Local

Data stealing through
physical access to the
device

System Requirements
Symmetric encryption: AES, 128 bit key
Encryption key exchange: pre-shared key
Symmetric encryption: AES, 128 bit key
Encryption key exchange: DSA
Symmetric encryption: Trivium, 80 bit key
Encryption key exchange: pre-shared key
Data authentication: HMAC-SHA256
Authentication key exchange: DSA
Host authentication: Public-key algorithm,
1024-bit key
Data authentication: Poly1305-AES
Encryption key exchange: Pre-shared key
Host authentication: Trivium, 80-bit key
Host authentication key exchange: preshared
Host authentication: public-key algorithm,
1024 bit key
Anti-replay: counter
Host authentication: Trivium, 80-bit key
Host authentication key exchange: preshared
Anti-replay: counter
Local storage encryption: AES, 128 bit key
Local storage encryption: Trivium, 80 bit
key

Figure 4: XML code representing the User Requirements of
the case study.

monitoring. Security issues in BANs for telemedicine
and e-health are particularly important because sensitive medical information must be protected from
unauthorized use for personal advantage and fraudulent acts that might be hazardous to a user’s life
(e.g., alteration of system settings, drug dosages, or
treatment procedures) (Poon et al., 2006). Although
they carry sensible information, these devices are usually quite limited on computational resources and on
power. Moreover, they are often connected to remote
locations by means of a local gateway, that, in most of
the cases, is a smartphone. Specific security solutions
are available for this kind of devices, such as the ones
listed in (Di Pietro and Mancini, 2003).
We consider the security library containing the requirements shown in Table 1. In (Kargl et al., 2008;
Ameen et al., 2012; Poon et al., 2006) a number of
attack types that could happen in e-health monitoring systems are given; among them, the ones that are
used in this case study are shown in column User Requirements. As an example of the library, a part of it
related to the Eavesdropping of network connection is
represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Part of the Security Library representing System
Requirements related to the Eavesdropping of network connection User Requirement.

The User Requirements are represented in the
XML code shown in Figure 4. Both User Requirements no. 1 and no. 4 are related to eavesdropping
of network connection and, therefore, they are represented by user requirement 1; User Requirement no.
2 and 3 are represented by user requirement 2 and
user requirement 3, respectively. We assigned priorities to the requirements in the XML file in such a way
that eavesdropping and data modification are more
important than impersonation. Furthermore, we used
the optional security level field to specify that we require lowest possible security for user requirement 1
and user requirement 2, while we require medium security for user requirement 3.
The result of the translation process is a set of
UML class diagrams, each of them representing an alternative set of System Requirements. Each set is defined as a combination of System Requirement groups
and included System Requirements where each group
is related to one of the User Requirements.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

We presented a methodology to: (1) specify user
and system security requirements, (2) create a security library by relating the two, and (3) automatically
translating user security requirements to system security requirements. User requirements are specified
by considering the attacks that the system should be
able to withstand; the system requirements are defined considering the protection mechanisms that can
be applied against these attacks. The implementation
is done by defining a set of UML profiles and apply-
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ing model-to-model transformations.
Future work will be on optimizing the translation
mechanism in such a way that similar System Requirements derived from different User Requirements
are recognized and merged.
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